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Task Summary
Task name Pathway Curation (PC)
Goal in IE To evaluate and advance event extraction methods for the capacity to effectively support pathway model curation tasks.
Motivation in biology To support the curation, evaluation and maintenance of biomolecular pathway models.
Description of the entities and events Entities: simple chemicals, genes and gene products, complexes, and cellular components. Events: modifications of covalent (e.g.
phosphorylation) and noncovalent (e.g. binding) bonds, synthesis, degradation and
transport reactions, and regulatory relationships. Both entities and events are defined with respect to the Systems Biology Ontology and the Gene Ontology, as
detailed below.
Concrete examples in BioNLP format Available in attached data.
Evaluation and criteria Gold entity annotations are provided as input to participants,
events and their modifications (Negation and Speculation) need to be predicted.
Evaluation is mention-based and follows the BioNLP ST’09 [10] and ST’11 GE,
EPI and ID criteria [9, 16].
Task corpus PubMed abstracts selected by relevance to specific reactions in pathways of
interest to task organizers, including both signaling and metabolic pathways. The
ongoing annotation effort aims for 800-1000 annotated documents in total, expected
to involve at least 10,000 entity and 10,000 event annotations.
Existing corpus mTOR pathway corpus [15], containing approximately 1,700 entity and
1,300 event annotations.
Feasibility of task The task combines aspects of the BioNLP ST’09 task and the BioNLP
ST’09 GE and EPI tasks, with extensions specific to the target. mTOR pathway corpus extraction has been evaluated using EventMine (manuscript in review), giving
an F-score of over 50% using standard BioNLP ST evaluation criteria.
Annotation process Event annotation is created by six annotators lead by one senior annotator, all PhD-level biologists, three with a background in signaling and four in
metabolic pathways. Inter-annotator agreement is measured throughout the annotation process by random double annotation of a sample of documents, conflicts
resolved by discussion with lead annotator.
Tentative schedule for annotated corpus delivery The annotation effort is aimed to complete in the latter half of November 2012 with a random sample delivered as training
data to task participants on December 1st, 2012.
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Introduction

This document presents the Pathway Curation (PC) task proposed for the BioNLP
Shared Task 2013.
The PC task aims to evaluate the applicability of event extraction systems to
support the curation, evaluation and maintenance of biomolecular pathway models
and to encourage the further development of methods for these tasks.
Despite more than a decade of work in biomedical text mining on tasks under headings such as “automatic pathway extraction”, natural language processing
and information extraction methods have not been widely embraced by biomedical pathway curation communities. Until recently, biomedical domain IE efforts
concentrated on simple representations (e.g. physical entity pairs) that were not
sufficiently expressive to address pathway curation, and most work also involved
different semantics from those applied in curation efforts. We believe that the
structured event representation applied in BioNLP Shared Task main tasks offers
many opportunities to make a significant contribution to practical pathway curation
efforts, and propose the PC task as a step toward realizing these opportunities.
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Representation and Task Setting

The BioNLP Shared Task (ST) 2013 Pathway Curation (PC) task is an event extraction task following the representation and task setting of the ST’09 and ST’11
main tasks.
The representation involves two primary categories of annotation: (physical)
entity annotation, and event annotation. Mentions of physical entities in text are
annotated as contiguous spans that are assigned types (e.g. G ENE OR GENE PROD UCT , C ELLULAR COMPONENT ). References to reactions, processes and other similar associations are annotated using the event representation, where each event annotation (event for short) is associated with a specific contiguous span in text (the
event trigger), assigned a type (e.g. P HOSPHORYLATION), and associated with its
participants (entities or other events), each of which is marked as participating in
the event in a specific role (e.g. Theme, Cause). Figure 1 shows illustrations of
some annotations.
In the shared task, participants in the PC task will be provided with gold standard annotations for entity mentions. The task thus focuses participants’ efforts
on the primary event extraction task. This task setting follows that of main tasks
in ST’09 and ST’11 and will thus be familiar to participants who have taken part
in these events and compatible with existing systems introduced to address these
tasks. Additionally, this task setting allows the application of the evaluation crite-
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Figure 1: Illustrations of event annotations. +R EG and -R EGULATION abbreviate
for P OSITIVE REGULATION and N EGATIVE REGULATION, respectively.
ria and tools introduced in the previous shared tasks, thus assuring that results are
broadly comparable across tasks and removing the need to define and implement
novel evaluation criteria.
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Document Selection

The corpus texts are selected on the basis of relevance to a selection of pathway
models from Panther Pathway DB [13] and BioModels [11], covering both signaling and metabolic pathways.
Specifically, a set of candidate reactions were first selected at random from a set
of pathways of interest using the PathText semantic search system integrator [8].
The PathText system then returns a set of candidate documents for each reaction
ranked by relevance. For each reaction returning at least 10 candidate documents,
the actual relevance of these documents to the reaction was then manually evaluated in a separate annotation task preceding the event annotation, in collaboration
between NaCTeM/University of Manchester and the Korea Institute of Science and
Technology Information (KISTI).
The PC event annotation task documents are then selected as a random subset
from among those judged relevant to reactions from pathways of interest in this
process. The final size of this random sample of relevant documents will be decided
according to the resources available for the manual annotation effort, with 8001000 documents as initial target.
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4

Entity Annotation

This section introduces the entity annotation applied in the PC task.

4.1

Annotation overview

The entity annotation marks mentions of selected types of entities in text. An entity
mention annotation is defined by start and end offsets (contiguous span) in text and
a type selected from a fixed set. The following types are annotated for the PC task:
Type
S IMPLE CHEMICAL
G ENE OR GENE PRODUCT
C OMPLEX
C ELLULAR COMPONENT

Scope
simple, non-repetitive chemical entities
genes, RNA and proteins
entities of non-covalently linked components
parts of cell and extracellular environment

Reference
ChEBI
gene/protein DBs
complex DBs
GO-CC

G ENE OR GENE PRODUCT and S IMPLE CHEMICAL mentions have been annotated also in numerous other tasks in previous shared tasks in the BioNLP ST
series, and are annotated using similar guidelines. S IMPLE CHEMICAL is annotated with reference to the Chemical Entities of Biological Interest (ChEBI) resource [5], and G ENE OR GENE PRODUCT is annotated with reference to gene and
protein databases such as UniProt [2], Entrez Gene [12] and PFam [6]. C OM PLEX , marking mentions of named macromolecular complexes, will be similarly
annotated with reference to database resources covering complexes. C ELLULAR
COMPONENT is annotated following the scope of the Gene Ontology cellular
component subontology [1]. For discussion of the relation between these types
and the representations applied in pathway models, we refer to [15].
In terms of mention types in text, the annotation for S IMPLE CHEMICAL, G ENE
OR GENE PRODUCT and C OMPLEX covers entity name mentions only, while the
annotation for C ELLULAR COMPONENT covers entity name mentions, nominal
mentions, and adjectival mentions (e.g. “mitochondrial”). Further details are given
in the task annotation guidelines.
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4.2

Annotation process

The base entity annotation for the PC corpus will be created automatically using
state-of-the-art entity mention taggers for each of the targeted entity types, integrated in the Argo workflow system [17].
To focus resources on the creation of event annotations, there is no separate
manual annotation stage for correcting the base entity annotation. Annotators
should correct errors in the automatically created entity annotation while creating event annotation, but the quality of the entity annotation will not be separately
assessed.
The following tools and resources will be used to create the base entity annotation:
Type
S IMPLE CHEMICAL
G ENE OR GENE PRODUCT
C OMPLEX
C ELLULAR COMPONENT

Tagger
OSCAR4
NERsuite
Dictionary and heuristics
NERsuite

For S IMPLE CHEMICAL tagging, the OSCAR4 system [7] trained on the chemical named entity recognition corpus of [3] will be applied. For G ENE OR GENE
PRODUCT mention detection, the NERsuite1 system trained on the BioCreative 2
Gene Mention task [19] corpus will be used. NERsuite will also be applied for
C ELLULAR COMPONENT mention detection, for this task trained on the Anatomical Entity Mention (AnEM) corpus [14]. Finally, C OMPLEX annotations will be
created using a combination of a dictionary and heuristics making use of the G ENE
OR GENE PRODUCT annotation (for mentions such as “cyclin E/CDK2 complex”).
Based on evaluations of each of these tools, we estimate that the automatic
tagging performance will fall in the range 80-90% in both precision and recall and
expected to reach 90% through revision during event annotation. This level of
performance is estimated to be sufficient for the task .2

1

http://nersuite.nlplab.org/
The entity annotation serves as the basis of the event annotation, but it is not itself a target of
extraction for shared task participants as gold entity annotations will be provided as part of input.
For this reason, while quality is important, it is not a primary concern for the use of the corpus that
the entity annotation quality be as high as possible and that the marking is without any bias, and
automatic methods can thus be applied to support the entity annotation task.
2
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5

Event annotation

This section introduces the event annotation applied in the PC task.

5.1

Annotation overview

The event annotation marks references to reactions, processes and comparable associations that are in scope of the annotation using the event representation (Section 2). The following events are annotated for the PC task:
Event type
C ONVERSION
P HOSPHORYLATION
D EPHOSPHORYLATION
ACETYLATION
D EACETYLATION
(etc.)
L OCALIZATION
T RANSPORT
G ENE EXPRESSION
T RANSCRIPTION
T RANSLATION
D EGRADATION
B INDING
D ISSOCIATION
R EGULATION
P OSITIVE REGULATION
ACTIVATION
N EGATIVE REGULATION
I NACTIVATION
PATHWAY

Arguments
Theme:Molecule, Product:Molecule
Theme:Molecule Site:S IMPLE CHEMICAL
Theme:Molecule Site:S IMPLE CHEMICAL
Theme:Molecule Site:S IMPLE CHEMICAL
Theme:Molecule Site:S IMPLE CHEMICAL
Theme:Molecule Site:S IMPLE CHEMICAL
Theme:Molecule, At,From,To:C ELLULAR COMPONENT
Theme:Molecule, From,To:C ELLULAR COMPONENT
Theme:G ENE OR GENE PRODUCT
Theme:G ENE OR GENE PRODUCT
Theme:G ENE OR GENE PRODUCT
Theme:Molecule
Theme:Molecule, Product:C OMPLEX
Theme:C OMPLEX, Product:Molecule
Theme:ANY, Cause:ANY
Theme:ANY, Cause:ANY
Theme:Molecule, Cause:ANY
Theme:ANY, Cause:ANY
Theme:Molecule, Cause:ANY
Participant:Molecule

Reference
SBO
SBO
SBO
SBO
SBO
SBO
GO
SBO
GO
SBO
SBO
SBO
SBO
SBO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
SBO

Here, “Molecule” refers to an entity annotation of any of the types S IMPLE CHEMI CAL , G ENE OR GENE PRODUCT , or C OMPLEX , and “ANY” refers to an annotation
of any type, either entity or event. The indentation corresponds to ontological relationships between the event types.3
For the definition and scope of the event annotation, we rely primarily on the
Systems Biology Ontology (SBO) [4], drawing some general types not in scope of
this ontology from the Gene Ontology (GO) [1]. The definitions of these types are
summarized in Section 5.2 and the arguments in Section 5.3.
3

For example, P HOSPHORYLATION is-a C ONVERSION and T RANSCRIPTION part-of
G ENE EXPRESSION.
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5.2

Annotated type definitions

The following definitions of the annotated event types are primarily drawn the
corresponding definitions in SBO and GO, with minor modifications (mostly for
length).
Type
C ONVERSION
P HOSPHORYLATION
D EPHOSPHORYLATION
(etc.)
L OCALIZATION
T RANSPORT
G ENE EXPRESSION
T RANSCRIPTION
T RANSLATION
D EGRADATION
B INDING
D ISSOCIATION
R EGULATION
P OSITIVE REGULATION
ACTIVATION
N EGATIVE REGULATION
I NACTIVATION

Definition
Biochemical reaction that results in the modification of some covalent bonds.
Addition of a phosphate group (-H2PO4) to an entity.
Removal of a phosphate group (-H2PO4) from an entity.
Addition/removal of a chemical group to/from an entity.
Process in which an entity is transported to or maintained in a specific location.
Movement of a physical entity without modification of the structure of the entity.
Process in which a gene sequence is converted into a mature gene product or products
Process through which a DNA sequence is copied to produce a complementary RNA.
Process in which a polypeptide chain is produced from a messenger RNA.
Complete disappearance of a physical entity.
Interaction between entities that results in the formation of a non-covalent complex.
Transformation of complex that results in the formation of several independent entities.
Any process that modulates any attribute of any process, quality or function.
Process that activates or increases the frequency, rate or extent of a process.
Process that results in the transition of an entity from an inactive to an active state.
Process that stops, prevents, or reduces the frequency, rate or extent of a biological process.
Process that results in the transition of an entity from an active to an inactive state.

Please refer to the corresponding types in SBO and GO for the full definitions
and the annotation guidelines for details on their annotation. For discussion of the
relation between these types and other representations applied in pathway models,
we refer to [15].

5.3

Event argument roles

The role in which each event argument (entity/other event) participates in an event
is specified as one of the following.
Theme the entity/event that undergoes the effects of the event. For example, the
entity that is transcribed in a T RANSCRIPTION event or transported in a
T RANSPORT event.
Cause the entity/event causing the event. Marks, for example, “P1” in “P1 inhibits
P2 expression”. Cause can only be specified for events of type R EGULATION
and its subtypes.
At,From,To : the location in which the Theme entity of a L OCALIZATION event is
localized (At) in L OCALIZATION events not involving movement or is transported (or moves) from/to (From/To) in L OCALIZATION and T RANSPORT
events involving movement.
9

Site the site on another participating entity that is modified in the event. Can be
specified for modification events such as P HOSPHORYLATION.
Participant General role type identifying an entity that participates in some underspecified way in a high-level process. Only applied for participants in
annotations of the PATHWAY type.

5.4

Secondary annotation targets

In addition to the primary categories of event and entity annotation, we mark two
secondary types of annotation: equivalence relations and two event modifications,
N EGATION and S PECULATION. Equivalence relations are represented as undirected binary relations and event modifications as binary flags modifying events.
Both are in terms of annotation scope and sematics identically to their definitions
in the BioNLP ST’09 [10].

5.5

Annotation process

The event annotation assumes the entity annotation (Section 4) as its input, and the
event annotation task is thus to identify references to events of the annotated types
in text, their participants, and to create event structures (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Illustrations of event annotation. Above: input with entity annotations
only. Below: completed event annotation.
To assure that the quality and consistency of the event annotation are as high as
possible, the event annotation will be created (on the basis of the entity annotation)
entirely manually, without automatic support. This annotation effort will be carried
out using the BRAT annotation tool [18] by a group of biologists in collaboration
between NaCTeM and KISTI.
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